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Padre Trails Camera Club
B&W Portraits - August 18, 2021
Group Red Comments

     Judged by: Rachel Short 

01-A Future Model.jpg
Carol Fuessnich
Sweet portrait with good lighting and composition. Possible 
resolution issue with the image.
***

02-Alex - Berry Harvest.jpg
Chyrl Light
The lighting is very harsh in this photograph. Either use a diff usion 
panel or move to open shade. The background is very blown out 
and distracting.
* 

03-Always the ballerina.jpg
Frank Penner
I like the innocence of this photograph. The background is 
distracting for me, would be better with a darkened background 
or diff erent cropping. Possible focus issue as well.
**
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05-Brooks BW Portrait.jpg
Rick Thau
Good pose and composition but there is no light on his face. 
Reposition him so he has the light hitting his face and not his 
back.
**

04-Bebe.jpg
Nicole Asselborn
I love the old-fashioned feel of this photograph. Reminds me 
of portraits hung in my grandparent’s house.
***

06-Childhood Innocence.jpg
Carol Fuessench
There is a resolution issue with this image, it looks very 
pixelated. Besides that, good composition and expression.
*
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07-Drew - Berry Harvest.jpg
Chyrl Light
Again very harsh lighting. Move him into the shade or use a 
diff usion panel.
*

09-Lady in tradional clothing, Pt. Lobos_.jpg
Kent Van Vuren
Great lighting and composition. Nice clean background. She 
makes me smile.
***

10-Russ BW Portait.jpg
Rick Thau
Good lighting and framing but maybe crop in closer and try 
diff erent expressions. I would also crop out the distracting 
garbage can or object on the right.
**
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11-Refl ection of a refl ection of a lady in Bangkok_.jpg
Kent Van Vuren
I like the abstract feeling of this image. The framing and 
composition is great.
***

12-Sidewalk artist.jpg
Frank Penner
I like the framing of this image, maybe crop in tighter to eliminate 
the white window on the top and some of the road on the bottom. 
I would also adjust the contrast, image looks a little fl at.
**

13-What do you think.jpg
Nicole Asselborn
Good composition in framing. This image looks to have a 
resolution problem and the highlights are very blown out.
*
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Lady in tradional clothing, Pt. Lobos 
Kent Van Vuren 

Winning Images:
Honorable Mention

Third Place:

Bebe 
Nicole Asselborn  
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2nd Place:

 A Future Model
Carol Fuessenich 

First Place:

 Refl ection of a refl ection of a lady 
in Bangkok

 Kent Van Vuren  


